
In this talk, we review two of our most recent designs, Graph of Thoughts and ProbGraph, 

that harness graph computing for more powerful and parallelizable Artificial Intelligence 

and Data Analytics.  

 

Graph of Thoughts (GoT) is a framework that advances prompting capabilities in large 

language models (LLMs) beyond those offered by paradigms such as Chain-of-Thought or 

Tree of Thoughts (ToT). The key idea and primary advantage of GoT is the ability to model 

the information generated by an LLM as an arbitrary graph, where units of information 

("LLM thoughts") are vertices, and edges correspond to dependencies between these 

vertices. This approach enables combining arbitrary LLM thoughts into synergistic 

outcomes, distilling the essence of whole networks of thoughts, or enhancing thoughts 

using feedback loops. We illustrate that GoT offers advantages over state of the art on 

different tasks, for example increasing the quality of sorting by 62% over ToT, while 

simultaneously reducing costs by >31%. We ensure that GoT is extensible with new 

thought transformations and thus can be used to spearhead new prompting schemes. This 

work brings the LLM reasoning closer to human thinking or brain mechanisms such as 

recurrence, both of which form complex networks. 

 

ProbGraph is a graph representation that enables simple and fast approximate parallel 

graph mining with strong theoretical guarantees on work, depth, and result accuracy. The 

key idea is to represent sets of vertices using probabilistic set representations such as 

Bloom filters. These representations are much faster to process than the original vertex 

sets thanks to vectorizability and small size. We use these representations as building 

blocks in important parallel graph mining algorithms such as Clique Counting or Clustering. 

When enhanced with ProbGraph, these algorithms significantly outperform tuned parallel 

exact baselines (up to nearly 50x on 32 cores) while ensuring accuracy of more than 90% 

for many input graph datasets. Our novel bounds and algorithms based on probabilistic set 

representations with desirable statistical properties are of separate interest for the data 

analytics community. 
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